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CHRISTMAS CARDS

Vintage Carols
(Pack of 5 cards, 1 of each) VCC001 £3.90

Christmas Music
Pack of 6
C6 cards with envelopes
£3.00 (per pack)
CC025

Classic Christmas Notes
C6 cards with envelopes
Pack of 6
2 of each design
£3.00 (per pack)
CC026

The Christmas Window
C6 cards with envelopes
Pack of 6, 2 of each design
£3.00 per pack, CC035

Carols You Know
5 A5 cards, printed on 300gm
matt card, with envelopes.
Blank for your own message. CC015-set5 £3.90 per pack.
Originally published in 1954, “Carols You Know” arranged by Winifred
Payne was for many years a best seller! A fondly remembered title!
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Winter Morning in Yorkshire
5 A5 cards, printed on 250 matt hammered card.

CC038 £3.90 per pack

Yorkshire Robin
5 A5 cards, printed on 250 matt hammered card.

CC049 £3.90 per pack

Greetings Cards supporting Help Musicians –
Coronavirus Financial Hardship Fund

#KeepMusicLive

CC027

CC028

CC029

CC030

Pack of six C6 Charity Christmas Cards with envelopes in one design £3.00 per pack
CC027: Christmas Tree Instruments (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC028: Singers in the snow (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC029: Massed Choir (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC030: Singing for all (pack; 6 cards, one design)
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CC057

CC058

CC059

CC060

Pack of six C6 Charity Christmas Cards with envelopes in one design £3.00 per pack
CC057: Upper Voice Choir (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC058: Male Voice Choir (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC059: Children’s Choir (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC060: Santa’s Choir (pack; 6 cards, one design)

New
for
2021

CC063: Singing Snowmen

CC061: Holy Family

CC064: Singing Reindeer

CC062: Nativity

Pack of six C6 Charity Christmas Cards with
envelopes in one design £3 per pack

Pack of six C6 Charity Christmas Cards
with envelopes in one design £3 per pack
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GREETINGS CARDS

CC031

CC032

CC033

CC034

Pack of six C6 Charity Greetings Cards with envelopes in one design £3.00 per pack
CC031: Rainbow Heart (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC032: Life is better with music (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC033: When words fail music speaks (pack; 6 cards, one design)
CC034: Birds on the wire (pack; 6 cards, one design)

Composer Cards (Set 1)
(Pack of 6 cards, 1 of each) CGC001 £3.00, blank for own greeting, C6 cards with envelopes

Bach – Beethoven – Handel – Haydn – Mendelssohn - Mozart

Composer Cards (Set 2)
(Pack of 6 cards, 1 of each) CGC002 £3.00, blank for own greeting, C6 cards with envelopes

Paradis – Mendelssohn – Strozzi – Caccini – Schumann – Kassia

Yorkshire Cathedrals & Minsters (Set 1)
(Pack of 6 cards, 2 of each) YC01 £3.00 Beverley – Ripon - York

(C6 matt card, with envelopes, left blank for your own greeting)
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DVD
The Chorus
B01M5IMZBA, Region 2, 97 minutes £7.99
Pierre (Jean-Baptiste Maunier) is an aimless child at an austere boarding school in France. The
students and faculty are constantly at odds with one another, until a music teacher, Clément
Mathieu (Gérard Jugnot), arrives and starts a choir. Clément -- who has troubles of his own -- tries
to change the reactionary policies of the school, choosing instead to encourage his students. His
efforts have a particular impact on Pierre, who shows great musical promise.

Touch The Sound (Evelyn Glennie)
SIGDVD006 (97 minutes) Region 0, £14
Touch the Sound passionately and delightfully shatters the way we think about sound.
Gracefully guided by Grammy Award-winning percussionist Evelyn Glennie, who also
happens to be deaf, this ground breaking film opens the door to a world where sight, sound
and touch magically converge to elevate our everyday sensory experiences.

Ken Russell: The Great Composers (Dual Format)
BFIB1244 Region 2, 210 minutes £21.99 (DVD and Blue-Ray)
A Dual Format Edition collection bringing together the career-defining work of Ken
Russell at the BBC. Russell’s work during the sixties for award-winning arts
documentary series’ Monitor and Omnibus was critically-acclaimed and often seen as
a high point in his filmmaking.
The first of the three films, Elgar (1962), portrays in vigorous style the life of the
English composer Sir Edward Elgar, with Huw Wheldon narrating his life story over
beautiful mountain scenery.
The Debussy Film (1965), Russell’s penultimate film for Monitor, was an ambitious work about the
composer’s life, written by Melvyn Bragg and starring Oliver Reed as Claude Debussy.
Delius: Song of Summer (1968) is generally regarded (not least by its director) as Russell’s best television
film – with many critics citing it as his finest work in any medium. The story traces the life of Eric Fenby and
is based on his memoirs of being amanuensis to the blind and paralysed composer Frederick Delius.

PARIS BLUES
BFIB1264, Region 2, 95 minutes, Cert 12, Black and white £9.99
Dual Format Edition of Martin Ritt's 1962 film about two jazz musicians with Paul Newman & Sidney Poitier.
Ram Bowen (Paul Newman – The Hustler) and Eddie Cook (Sidney Poitier, In the Heat of the
Night) are jazz musicians who live for music. The film’s score by the incomparable Jazz musician
Duke Ellington was Oscar nominated in 1962.
Their Paris is one of underground, smoke-filled Jazz bars and the rain-drenched nocturnal streets
of the Left Bank. However, their carefree idyll is disturbed when two American tourists (Joanne
Woodward and Diahann Carroll) enter their lives, and against the backdrop of music and
moonlight, they find themselves falling in love…

Fisherman’s Friends
B07PNK9YWG Cert: 12 £7.99
A feel-good movie about the famous fishermen choir.

Military Wives
B0856JKLQH Cert 12 £9.99
The classic beginnings of the military wives phenomenon!

The Choir
B010T53X3G £9.99
An uplifting story of talent, adolescence and mentorship.
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THE ENTERTAINER (Blue-ray)
BFIB1315 Region 2, 103 minutes B/W £14.99
Adapted from a stage play by John Osborne and directed by Tony Richardson, The
Entertainer is a brilliantly caustic portrait of ageing music-hall veteran Archie Rice.
Laurence Olivier delivers one of his finest screen performances, with his portrayal of
a man coming undone at the seams and revealing the emptiness inside.
Set against the tumultuous backdrop of the Suez crisis, the identity of post-war
Britain is transposed to the theatre stage, as a fatigued generation makes way for an
energised youth, embodied by a supporting cast on the cusp of stardom – including
Alan Bates, Joan Plowright and Albert Finney.

The Magic Flute (Dual Format Edition)
BFIB1299, Region 2, 135 minutes, Cert U, Colour £19.99
Ingmar Bergman puts his indelible stamp on Mozart’s exquisite opera in this
sublime rendering of one of the composer’s best-loved works: a celebration of
love, forgiveness, and the brotherhood of man.
The Magic Flute (Trollflöjten) stars Josef Köstlinger as Tamino, the young man
determined to rescue a beautiful princess from the clutches of parental evil.
The BFI is proud to present this film from one of the world’s most acclaimed
directors, available for the first time on Blu-ray.

Ken Russell: The Great Passions
BFIB1245, Region 2, 202 minutes, Cert 12, £19.99
The second of the BFI’s Ken Russell releases is another two disc collection
bringing together four films from 1965-7, dealing with the lives of Henri Rousseau,
Isadora Duncan and Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

The collection opens with Always on Sunday (1965) a dramatized examination of
the painter Henri Rousseau. The combination of Russell reuniting with Melvyn Bragg
and Oliver Reed and Russell’s infectious love of the film’s subject results in a film
which is illuminating in every frame.
Isadora: The Biggest Dancer in the World (1966), a study of the outrageous American dancer, Isadora
Duncan, starring Vivian Pickles as the dancer whose obsession with the importance of art and complete disdain
for decorum chimes perfectly with Russell’s own sensibility.
Last of the TV dramas is Dante's Inferno (1967) which tells of the complex relationship between the 19thcentury artist and poet, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and his model Elizabeth Siddal.
The films have been remastered to High Definition and are presented on Blu-ray for the very first time.

Night Mail
BFIVD833 Region 2, 23 min + 93 min extras, £12.99
One of the most acclaimed entries in the British documentary film movement,
following the Royal Mail rail delivery service at it makes its way from London to
Glasgow.
One of the most critically acclaimed and best-loved films produced within the British
documentary movement, Night Mail tells the fascinating story of the Travelling Post
Office from Euston to Glasgow and the workers who operated it.
Given a modest budget of only £2,000 and conceived as a routine film promoting Post
Office services, the collective talents of the GPO film unit turned out an ambitious and inventive fusion of image,
sound, music and poetry that became an instant classic and archetype of the genre.
The memorable final section of the film, featuring Benjamin Britten's innovative score and verse by WH
Auden timed to the rhythms of the train, is justly famous, and perhaps the most lyrical final sequence in the
history of documentary film.
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Other DVD’s include:
ALL MY LIFE’S BURIED HERE: The Story of George Butterworth GBDVD001 £15.95
Having screened in over 30 UK cinemas to critical acclaim a limited-edition DVD is now available:

CLASSIC KING’S SINGERS CHRISTMAS SIGDVD008 £14
KING’S SINGERS LIVE AT THE BBC PROMS 2008 SIGDVD005 £14
“The sound and the performances are immaculate” – The Arts Desk

A CHRISTMAS HISTORY – HARRY CHRISTOPHERS AND THE SIXTEEN CORDVD5 £14
CHRISTMAS CHORAL SPECTACULAR – BOURNEMOUTH SYMPHONY CHORUS 511095 £8
. 21st CENTURY BACH VOLUME 1 - JOHN SCOTT WHITELEY Organ Works SIGDVD03 £14

BOOKS
Alfred Hollins: A Blind Musician Looks Back
(**New re-print**) 9780331288094 496 pages, Paperback £17.99
The autobiography of the Yorkshire born composer & organist Alfred Hollins, until recently
out of print. Originally published in 1936 and has only become available again via this
reprint from Forgotten Books.

"No serious musician should pass up a chance to read the autobiographical
reminiscences of the legendary English composer, concert organist, organ designer and
teacher Dr Alfred Hollins FRCO. His world-wide fame, enhanced by acclaimed recital
tours abroad as well as the many instruments designed by him, was warmly tolerated by
the kirk authorities of St George's West in Edinburgh where he was appointed Organist in
1897.
It is not generally known that Hollins began life as a concert pianist and it is said that he turned to the organ owing to
the locational difficulties of finding concert halls in strange towns in his early career. Not to be missed. He was not the
only prominent blind recitalist and composer for the organ in the early part of the last century - Lancashire born
William Wolstenholme was another one such - but, by any yardstick, Hollins is universally acclaimed as the most
celebrated.
On his death in 1942, Hollins generously bequeathed his Edinburgh apartment to the Edinburgh Society of Organists."
DR. SIMON LINDLEY

(NEW) Nadia Boulanger: Thoughts on Music
Edited and translated by Jeanice Brooks and Kimberly Francis
9781580469678, 508 Pages, Hardback £84 (RRP £90)
The first collection of essays and reviews by the renowned composer and
conductor, providing fresh perspectives on her musical influence & impact.
The impact of Nadia Boulanger (1887-1979) on 20 th century music was vast: as
composer, performer, conductor, impresario, and pedagogue. Her extensive
musical networks included figures such as Fauré, Stravinsky, and Poulenc and her
advocacy helped establish the compositions of her sister Lili Boulanger.
Few today realize, though, that Boulanger wrote numerous essays and reviews at various times in her
career. These offer unparalleled insight into her thinking and illuminate aspects of musical culture in Europe
and America from the rare point of view of an internationally prominent female artist.
Nadia Boulanger: Thoughts on Music provides a translation and critical edition of selected writings chosen
for their quality and interest. The previously published articles and essays have never been reissued since
their original appearance; the remaining materials are presented here for the first time.
JEANICE BROOKS is Professor of Music at the University of Southampton. KIMBERLY FRANCIS is
Associate Professor of Music at the University of Guelph.
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Organ-building in Georgian and Victorian England
The Work of Gray & Davison, 1772-1890 by Nicholas Thistlethwaite
9781783274673, 577 pages, hardback, £60 (RRP £65)
The London firm of Gray (later Gray & Davison) was one of Britain's leading organmakers between the 1790s and the 1880s.
“It is difficult to imagine better coverage of the topic.” BRITISH MUSIC SOCIETY

The Music of James MacMillan
Phillip A. Cooke 9781783273706, 317 pages, Hardback, £28 (RRP £30)
Known for his orchestral, operatic and choral works, James MacMillan (b. 1959)
appeals across the spectrum of contemporary music making.
"Uncovers much of what it means to be a classical composer in the 21st century." CHOIR & ORGAN

Elgar The Music Maker
Diana McVeagh 9781843832959, 264 pages, Hardback, £17.99
An expert and informative appraisal of all of Elgar's works - from his juvenilia to
the unfinished 3rd symphony - by the author of the acclaimed Gerald Finzi.
“McVeagh is indeed an intelligent guide here: her writing is both informed and
immaculate." BRITISH MUSIC SOCIETY NEWS

The Three Choirs Festival: A History
New and Revised Edition by Anthony Boden and Paul Hedley
9781783272099, 552 pages, Hardback, £23 (RRP £25)
Originally published in 1992, this revised edition brings the history of the oldest
surviving non-competitive music festival in Britain thoroughly up to date. It traces the
development of the Festival from its origins in the early eighteenth century to its
tercentenary in 2015, along the way touching on many musical milestones - premieres
by Parry, Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Saint-Saëns, Holst, and Howells, among others and luminaries - Sullivan, Stanford, Dvorák, Delius, Bax, and Britten, to name but a
few - associated with it.

The New Percy Grainger Companion
Edited by Penelope Thwaites, 9781783271856, 356 pages Paperback
£18 (RRP £19.99)
A new collection with contributions from performing musicians and Grainger
scholars and a detailed Catalogue of Works.
"A highly readable and important volume. [It will] prove invaluable to both performers and
researchers in years to come." BRITISH MUSIC SOCIETY

Letters and Diaries of Kathleen Ferrier
Revised and enlarged edition - Edited by Christopher Fifield
9781843830917, 514 pages, Paperback, £14.99
A revised and enlarged edition to mark the centenary of the muchloved singer's birth. (2011)
In 1953, at the age of 41, Kathleen Ferrier, England's greatest lyric contralto, lost her
courageous battle with cancer. Her huge appeal to a wide audience - in concerts, on
records, on the radio and in the opera house - has ensured her name endures to this
day, despite a career which lasted barely ten years. In just half that time, this former
telephone exchange operator was singing on stage at Covent Garden, before royalty
at private parties, and at New York's Carnegie Hall.
"Fifty years on, a voice that still touches the heart." GRAMOPHONE
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The Music of Frank Bridge

Delius and his Music

Fabian Huss

Martin Lee-Browne, Paul Guinery
and Sir Mark Elder
560 pages 9781843839590 H/B £30

259 pages 9781783270590 H/B £57 (RRP
£60)
A detailed and long-overdue study of Frank
Bridge's music and its socio-cultural and
aesthetic contexts.

The first comprehensive study of the music of
Frederick Delius (1862-1934), from his
earliest pieces up to his final compositions,
with background information & a complete list
of works.

"A major landmark."
The Journal of The Royal Musical Association

"Indispensable for all lovers of Delius's music.
[Four stars]." BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE

West End Broadway
The Golden Age of the American Musical in London
Adrian Wright 9781843837916
376 pages, Hardback £25
(Delivery 7-10 days)
A history and re-evaluation of the American musical in London between 1945 and
1972, a unique panoramic essay on British theatre of the Golden Age.
"West End Broadway' is perfect for browsing, packed as it is with things we never
knew, and packed with photos as well.” PLAYBILL.

Britten: Essays, Letters and Opera Guides
Hans Keller, Christopher Wintle and A M Garnham
232 pages 9780956600752 Paperback £15 (RRP £16.99)
Selection of Keller's writings on Britten including unseen correspondence & reprints
of long unknown writings.
"The most important publishing event [of the Britten centenary year]" AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL
REVIEW, November 2013

Imogen Holst: A Life in Music
Revised edition, edited by Christopher Grogan
9781843835998, 522 pages, Paperback, £19.99
This paperback edition is updated to include new insights into Holst's life and work
resulting from the discovery of important unseen archival
materials.

Bax: A Composer and his Times
Lewis Foreman – 9781843832096, 616 pages, Hardback, £45
Completely revised and updated from recently discovered archive material, Lewis
Foreman's classic biography is the essential handbook to Bax and his contemporaries.
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Lennox Berkeley &
Friends

The Choral Revival
in the Anglican
Church 1839-1872

Writings, Letters and
Interviews, edited by
Peter Dickinson
9781843837855, 344
pages, Hardback, £23
(RRP £25)

Bernarr Rainbow,
9780851158181,
390 pages, H/B £37
RRP £40

Edited Ruth Prigozy &
Walter Raubicheck
9781580462617 228
pages Hardback £25

.

Roger Quilter:
His Life and Music
Valerie Langfield,
9780851158716, 396
pages, Hardback, £70

Going My Way:
Bing Crosby and
American Culture

William Walton:
Muse of Fire
Stephen Lloyd,
9780851158037, 352
pages, Hardback
£25

Britten & Auden in
the 30’s: 1936
Donald Mitchell &
Alan Hollinghurst,
9780851157900, 190
pages, P/B, £19.99

French Organ Music
from the Revolution
to Franck & Widor
Edited by Lawrence
Archbold and William J
Peterson
9781580460712, 337
pages, Paperback,
£18 (RRP £19.99 )

The Percy
Whitlock
Companion
Selected & Edited
Malcolm Riley
97809555669 288
pages, P/B £15

The Wordsmith’s Guide: Poetry, Music & Imagination

Vol I: The Songs of Roger Quilter
Nicola Harrison 9781909082083 190 pages P/B £15

Vol II: The Songs of Ivor Gurney
Nicola Harrison 97819090820557 190 pages P/B £15
The result of years of study, teaching and performance,
and informed throughout by the author's love of poetry,
Nicola Harrison invites the singer to think more
expansively about the way they approach and sing
English Song. The result of her work is unique,
refreshing, and is certain to change the way singers
perform and experience these classic songs.
In these volumes Nicola Harrison examines the poetry
and lyrics of their songs, taking into account the context
in which the words were written - the symbolism, mythologies, religion, philosophy, and the many other
influences on the writer - digging deep into the text with fascinating results. Her exploration of English Song
is entertaining, witty and illuminating, exploring the magical relationship of words and music.

Thomas Tudway
Ian Spink, 9780953036622 32 pages, Paperback £5.95
Thomas Tudway - post Restoration musician who was Organist of King's College,
Cambridge between 1676 and his death fifty years later. A prolific composer of Church
Music - especially extended anthems - he is generally credited with being the
"Grandfather" of the modern King's College Cambridge musical tradition.
He also has the distinction of being elected only the second ever Professor of Music in
the University of Cambridge; his immediate successor in that particular role was Maurice
Greene. Greene was, in addition to his Cambridge appointment, Organist of St Paul's Cathedral and of the
Chapel Royal as well as Master of the King's Musick.
The late Professor Ian Spink gave a memorable lecture in 2009 at Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge under the
auspices of the Church Music Society who published Spink's fascinating study of Tudway the following year.
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Brian Kay: Music, My Life: A Gallimaufry of Musical Memories
Paperback – Illustrated, (Umbria Pess) £12.99
Brian Kay has spent his entire working life in a career that is both successful and rewarding. His
fascinating collection of memories and anecdotes throws a hugely entertaining light on a life entirely
devoted to the joy of music and music-making. He was the founder bass of the internationally renowned
vocal group The King’s Singers, spent the next 25 years writing and presenting thousands of
programmes for BBC Radios – his own Brian Kay’s Sunday Morning on Radio 3 to such Radio 2
favourites as Friday Night is Music Night and Melodies for You. Brian Kay recounts his fascinating life in
intimate and amusing detail, sharing with us his great love of life and his abiding passion for music.

Free Seats For All
Gill Hedley 97819100074176, Hardback £20
By 1815, only half the population of England belonged to the established Anglican Church. Faced with
a rapidly growing population in the new industrial towns, the growth of Nonconformism and the fear of
revolution, the Church of England set about building and enlarging churches. An astonishing number of
churches were built and hundreds of thousands of new spaces provided in parish churches in the years
after Waterloo.
It is a highly readable and attractive account of an extraordinary moment in 19th-century church
architecture which still resonates in the 21st century when arguments rage as to whether there are too
many, rather than too few, churches in England.

Gerald Finzi’s Letters 1915-1956 **NEW
Diana McVeigh 9781783275724, Hardback 1060 pages £70
Diana McVeagh, Finzi's biographer, brings together more than 1600 letters from and to Gerald Finzi,
spanning the composer's life from the early 1920s until his untimely death in 1956. His more than 160
correspondents include Ralph Vaughan Williams, Herbert Howells, Edmund Rubbra, Arthur Bliss and
Howard Ferguson, Michael Tippett, Benjamin Britten and Sir John Barbirolli, the poet Edmund
Blunden, and the artist John Aldridge, making this a portrait not only of Gerald Finzi but also of his
group of composer, musician and artist friends in the first half of the twentieth century.

50 Ways to Abuse Your Voice
A Singer's Guide to a Short Career
Robert T. Sataloff, M.D., D.M.A, F.A.C.S., Mary J. Hawkshaw, R.N., B.S.N.,
CORLN,
Jaime Eaglin Moore, M.D., Amy L. Rutt, D.O. 9781909082153. P/B £15
Starting out? Starting over? Never went away? Whether you are a professional,
serious amateur, social, or student singer, this is a book you must read, digest and
keep with you at all times. Inside are 50 great ways in which you can ruin your
singing voice—along with concise, practical and authoritative advice on how to avoid
or resolve them!

Contemporary Choral Work with Boys
Martin Ashley 9781909082052, Paperback £27.50
The choral world is drifting and in need of solutions in relation to one of its most
enduring problems – the shortage of male singers. Contemporary Choral Work with
Boys offers a radical re-appraisal of the situation based on a unique combination of
scholarly work on the sociocultural aspects of young male singing with similar cutting
edge work on the physiological. The book provides clear, lucid information on the
nature of puberty and later adolescence and the impact these times have upon both
the vocal mechanism and the social self. New data answer many questions about
whether or not trends in the timing of puberty are causing voices to “break” earlier
and how choir directors and singing teachers need to respond.
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The Vocal Pitstop: Keep Your Voice on Track
Adam T Rubin, 9781909082137, Paperback £15
Whether you are singer, Broadway performer, school teacher, salesperson, or call centre
operator; whether your voice is your profession or your passion, this book will inform and
provide you with the tools you need to protect, manage, and maybe even save your voice.
Performer and laryngologist, Adam D. Rubin, M.D. presents a light-hearted but not lightweight, a serious but not overly scientific guide to your voice. A vocal pitstop to provide
what you need to keep your voice on the road and running smoothly!
This is an excellent book. Mr. Rubin has put together a concise, easy-to-read owners
manual for the voice. Relevant, authoritative, and often funny, Rubin's voice is one that
professional singers need to hear--as do other professional vocal perfmers and
enthusiastic amateurs who want to take the best care of what they have. I found his
exercises helpful and loved his flow-charts that move seamlessly from problem to
diagnosis to action steps. This is without question the best book of its kind. - Peter E Marks

If in Doubt, Breathe out!
Breathing and Support Based on the Accent Method
Ron Morris, Ph.D. And Linda Hutchison, 978190908216 224 pages Paperback £38
Breathing and support are considered cornerstones of a secure vocal technique for classical
singing. No area of vocal pedagogy has been more controversial and, despite recent
advances in the understanding of how the respiratory system functions, both in speech and
song, some breath management strategies for singing continue to be at odds with scientific
fact. Furthermore, many singers find the development of these skills a challenge.
In this practical, and concise book, Ron Morris, speech pathologist and singer, and Linda
Hutchison, singer and singing teacher, introduce Accent Method breathing – a technique
that is well grounded in science, as it is based on the structure and function of the
respiratory system – and demonstrate with exercises, how it helps develop effective
breathing and support in singers. The science and theory is presented in a language that
singers and their teachers will easily understand, and the book is written in a style that is
both engaging and entertaining.

A User's Manual for the Aging Voice
Martha Howe 9781909082618 168 pages Paperback £32
As the population ages, so too does the need to adjust and amend teaching and clinical
practice among voice professionals.
Martha Howe has compiled a masterclass of a book in which in which some of the
world’s leading teachers and clinicians share their own experiences and what they do in
the studio or clinic when working with clients in their fifth decade and beyond. Chapters
are designed to be wholly practical and full of hints, tips and exercises. There are also
included chapters of transition stories with famous and not so famous singers.
The result is a handbook that singers, teachers, clinicians, and all voice professionals
can use for practical information both for themselves and for their studios. It will also be
invaluable in pedagogy classes.
With contributions by Karen Brunssen, Barbara Fox DeMaio, Lisa Popeil, Sharon L. Radionoff,
Martha L. Randall, Brenda Smith, Jennifer Trost.
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Mindfulness in Music: Notes on Finding Life's Rhythm
Mark Tanner 9781782405672 144 pages, Hardback £10.99
"Mindfulness in Music is both informative and thought-provoking - a fascinating read on
many levels" - Julian Lloyd Webber
Mindfulness in Music is a joyful exploration into the meditative nature of music and its holistic
beauty. Mark Tanner reveals how composers and musicians have always embraced mindful
connections, and how everyone can cherish the same life-affirming chords. Whether listening to a
forest soundscape, playing trombone in a ska group or listening to Beethoven or Beyonce, he
reveals the natural ecology to all forms of music, and the creative mindful instinct we share. Through
unique meditations, personal reflections, and holistic notes, this astute author shines a spotlight on
the humanity and spirituality in music.

The Art of Mindful Birdwatching
Claire Thompson 9781782404286 144 pages, Hardback £10.99
"In The Art of Mindful Birdwatching, Claire Thompson elegantly weaves a narrative full of her
own delightfully documented encounters with birds in amongst sage guidance on using
mindfulness to help readers become deeply aware of the present moment. Following Claire's
clearly described exercises has the potential to lead one from mere identification to making
deeply insightful observations into the life of birds." – British Trust of Ornithology

Moments of Mindfulness
Adam Ford 9781782402510 160 pages Hardback £6.99 (Leaping Hare Press)
Pause. Breathe. Live in the moment. Moments of Mindfulness offers you an opportunity to notice
and become aware of yourself and the world around you. Expert authors share more than 100
meditative insights, along with meaningful exercises to practice and enjoy every day.

Mindful Thoughts for Students
Georgina Hooper 9780711261778 160 pages, paperback £6.99
The perfect gift for every pupil, from freshers, to open university and evening class students,
this beautiful book of 25 insights teaches students everywhere how mindfully managing
deadlines, studying with intention, and looking after the self can transform learning into one
of the most positive and enriching experiences of your life. Encouraging the reader to focus
on the experience of learning, rather than the end result, Georgina Hooper, lecturer, tutor,
and visual artist, illustrates how finding joy in studying can transform a stressful experience
into a lifelong love for learning.

Eat Sleep Sing
Stacey DeLooze 571541763 Paperback £14.99
Explore the physical, emotional, mental, spiritual and ultimately life-changing benefits
that singing can bring. Eat Sleep Sing takes you on a fun and informative journey as
you uncover the secrets of singing. This inspiring workbook will help you get the best
out of your voice and encourage everyone to sing. Written by professional singer,
teacher and composer, Stacey DeLooze, Eat Sleep Sing features easy-to-follow
practical exercises, a step-by-step warm-up guide and expert advice, and is suitable for
non-singers, beginners, amateurs, trained musicians, and teachers alike.
Discover the chemical responses to singing that reduce stress and encourage a good
night’s sleep. Master exercises to gain stronger breath control and a happier mind.
Explore the myriad ways singing connects us to each other and the world around us.
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Other Books include biographies on:
Ivor Gurney & Marion Scott, Gerald Finzi, Maurice Durufle, Dame Fanny Waterman, Carl Davies,
Herbert Howells, Martin Shaw, Sir Edward Bairstow, Sir George Dyson, Sir David Willcocks and
Dr Francis Jackson

Parry to Finzi: Twenty English Song-Composers
By Trevor Hold ISBN: 9781843731747, 475 pages, P/B, RRP £20.00 now £18
Studies of the work of 20 composers from the golden age of English romantic song, Parry, Stanford, Quilter etc

O Sing Unto The Lord
A History of English Church Music by Andrew Gant ISBN: 9781781252482, 464 pages, Paperback, RRP £12.99, now £11.50

I Saw Eternity The Other Night
King’s College, an English Singing Style by Timothy Day ISBN: 978-0241352182, 416 pages, P/B, RRP £12.99 now £11.50

Reminiscence and Recollection: Watkins Shaw (1911 – 1996)
With tributes. Edited by Richard Lyne ISBN: 9780953036615, 68 pages, Paperback, £3.50

Recollections of a St Albans Abbey Chorister
Trevor Jarvis,Reference: TJ001, 50 pages, Paperback, RRP: £8.50, now £7.99

Sounds and Sweet Airs:
The Forgotten Women of Classical Music by Anna Beer, A companion to the Classic FM series. ISBN:
9781786070678 384 pages Paperback RRP: £9.99 Now £8.50

Wednesdays at 5.55: Organ Recitals at the Royal Festival Hall
By Dr W Harry Hoyle 9781999685706 £25.00

How to be a successful Choir Director
By John Bertalot 1450246 £21.99
Dr John Bertalot has drawn on more than 40 years experience as a renowned choir director
and organist to share his expertise and knowledge. His practical guidance is clear and
detailed, illuminated by his use of adept analogy, personal anecdote and lively humour.
“Your book is fantastic!” Dr June Nixon
“It should be required reading for the RCO Choral diploma” Dr Roy Massey

Choral and Vocal Sight Singing
Pianist edition: 20172UK £12.95
Singers edition: 20173UK £9.95
These books serve a dual purpose. They aim to give choirs and solo singers gently graded sight
singing practice whilst at the same time encouraging the pianist to accompany them from chord
symbols. Many examples of the possible realisations of the chords are given and the number of
different keys and chords increases gradually. One chord per bar us used at first with more rapid
changes in the later chapters.
Pianist edition includes chord examples & practice routines.

Warm Up the Choir
By Bertrand Groeger ED22867 £15.99
We can’t do without it: every good rehearsal and successful concert begins with a warm-up.
For this, you need motivation, variety, methods and imagination. And that’s where this book
comes in: Warm Up the Choir offers 22 complete warm-up routines, lively and compact in
increasing difficulty. Whether it’s a pop choir, church choir or professional training.
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Singing for the joy of it
By Joan Goddard Maloney MISC9 £6.95
Over 50 illustrated and easily understood exercises and techniques encompassing a unique,
naturally grounded and proven programme for beginning and advanced singers, voice
teachers, choral directors, classroom teachers and everyone interested in discovering and
developing the singing voice.

The John Rutter Christmas Piano Album
9780193547483 £14.95

8 of his best-loved seasonal choral pieces in new transcriptions for solo piano
The John Rutter Christmas Piano Album brings together 8 of the composer's best-loved
seasonal choral pieces as piano transcriptions, made by John Rutter himself, for
performance use or enjoyment at home. Designed for pianists at early intermediate level,
the collection provides skilful and approachable arrangements of festive favourites such
as 'Angels' Carol' and 'What sweeter music' and of the more recent 'Colours of Christmas'
and 'Christ our Emmanuel'. The gentle 'Mary's Lullaby', meanwhile, features a newly
written Epilogue, a homage to George Shearing and evoking the style of this celebrated
jazz pianist. Clearly presented and laid out, the transcriptions also include the texts within
the piano score, for reference or potential sing-alongs. This versatile collection is a joyous
celebration of the season.

It’s Never Too Late To Play The Piano!
Pam Wedgwood 0571520707 £10.99
Its Never Too Late To Play Piano is perfect for those who wished they’d learnt to play
the piano when they were younger or those who wish they hadn’t given up! At last a truly
grown-up approach to learning the piano. Pam Wedgwood, author of many popular
piano series, takes you through the rudiments of piano technique and music theory in
her own friendly style that’s guaranteed to get results. The book is organized into clearly
structured progressive units with a fabulous array of music to get you playing straight
away, including Pam’s own jazzy pieces, plenty of well-known classics and a smattering
of pop and show tunes.

It's Never Too Late To Sing!
Heidi Pegler and Pam Wedgwood 0571534325 £12.99
Have you always wanted to be able to sing? Then this book is for you – because it’s
never too late! It's Never Too Late To Sing is an all-in-one tutor book that covers
approximately two years of singing lessons, and includes essential music theory and
technical skills for beginners. The learning process is broken down into bite-sized,
manageable chunks with two CDs containing a wealth of music from classical and folk to
pop and jazz to sing along to.
Packed with information, teaching advice and top tips from the experts, this beginner
singer’s tutor is perfect for those keen to begin singing, but aren’t sure where to start!

The Rusty Pianist
Pam Wedgwood 0571541968 £9.99
Rediscover the piano with this exciting collection of easy-to-learn piano solos. The Rusty
Pianist combines beautiful arrangements of well-known piano favourites with exciting
pieces by best-selling composer Pam Wedgwood, sure to get all rusty pianists playing
again with ease. The pieces progress from late-elementary to intermediate level, ideal
for returning players. With Pam’s unique commentary alongside each piece, her
specially recorded demonstration tracks, and a handy Rusty Reminders insert to refer to
whenever you play, you’ll have everything you need to get straight back into playing.
.
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The Faber Music Christmas Piano Anthology
057153564X £20.00
The Faber Music Christmas Piano Anthology is an essential collection of the greatest
Christmas songs and carols, specially arranged for solo piano, for the intermediate pianist.
Includes: Ding dong merrily on high, Away in a manger, Auld Lang Syne, Holly Jolly
Christmas, December Prayer, Deck the Halls, I’ll be home for Christmas, It’s beginning to
look a lot like Christmas, Joy to the World, Last Christmas, Mistletoe and Wine, Merry
Christmas Everyone and much much more!

Pocket
Guides

THE SHOW MUST GO ON! Lin Marsh and Wendy Cook 0571521029, 48 pages, £5.99
The Show Must Go On! provides all the necessary information for staging a successful show and is an
invaluable aid to anyone involved in musical performance, theatre and stage shows.
SOUND BEGINNINGS (Teaching Music for KS1 and KS2) Richard Frostick 0571519911, 48 pages £6.50
Sound Beginnings offers advice to all primary-level teachers who may not be specialists in the field of music.
This book provides practical strategies for teaching children to perform, compose and appraise music of all
kinds - offering ideas for five-minute activities as well as more extended classroom projects.
KEEPING YOUR NERVE! Kate Jones 0571519229 £4.50
Keeping Your Nerve! is the perfect pocket-sized prop for any performer hampered by stage fright, whether a
keen amateur or student preparing for an exam. Full of comforting advice and entertaining anecdotes, this
book will go a long way to helping conquer the fear of performing in public and will be of equal interest to
teachers, parents and friends of performers.

For the Organist:
The Oxford Book of Christmas Organ Music
9780193751240 £20.95 (RRP £22.95)
This volume is a collection of 37 of the best pieces for use at carol services, Christmas
services, and Christmas concerts. It includes a number of exciting new pieces on established
tunes (from Andrew Carter, Gerre Hancock, and David Willcocks, among others), as well as
excellent new arrangements of popular Christmas pieces.

Advent & Christmas
9780193392335 £21.50
New settings for organ of all the major hymn tunes for the season.
Practical, concise settings for all parts of the church service – preludes, postludes, fanfares,
communion settings.
Registration suggestions that can readily be adapted to suit most instruments with pedals.
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Pedalling for Organists
Anne Marsden Thomas. A complete instruction in pedalling illustrated with photographs CM90670 £18.95
This is a complete book on organ pedalling. It supports organists from their first encounter with
the pedalboard through to the achievement of virtuosity. The technique of organ pedalling is
broken down into thirty-seven chapters, each of which introduces a different aspect of pedalling
technique with clear explanations and colour photographs. There are hundreds of exercises,
mostly drawn from three centuries or organ repertoire.
Anne Marsden Thomas has taught many hundreds of organists through her career. She
established an organ school, which, over more than 20 years has flourished and grown.

The New Oxford Organ Method
Anne Marsden Thomas & Frederick Stocken 9780193518322 304 pages £29.95
A single piece of repertoire is the primary focus for each chapter, with preparatory exercises
providing the necessary technical work building towards the piece. Each lesson covers four
main topics, which are systematically developed: practice methods, registration, fingering and
pedalling, and historically-informed interpretation. The method is for keyboard players of any
age who are establishing first steps at the organ with or without a teacher. It will also serve more
experienced organists who want to improve their technique.

A Stanford Organ Album
Charles Villiers Stanford, Edited by John Scott Whiteley 9780193529939 £16.50
This superb volume comprises a selection of 20 pieces by Charles Villiers Stanford, the
hugely influential composer, conductor, and teacher from the late-Victorian and Edwardian
age. It provides the repertoire-hungry organist with preludes, postludes, and shorter
descriptive works, suitable for either liturgical or recital use. Alongside new editions of
original organ repertoire, there are newly commissioned arrangements of selected choral
and piano works, exploring a wide variety of textures and atmospheres. The music reflects
Stanford's lyricism and dramatic flair, as well as his considerable compositional range.

An Organist’s Scottish Collection
Straightforward arrangements of thirty iconic Scottish melodies:
By Antony Baldwin 14104 £6.95
Contents:
Ae Fond Kiss, An Ataireachd Ard, Annie Laurie, Auld Lang Syne, Bonnie
Dundee, Bonnie Galloway, Comin’ through the Rye, Dark Island, Dream
Angus, Eriskay Love Lilt, Fear a’ Bhata, Flower of Scotland, Flow Gently
Sweet Afton, Gleann Bhaile Chaoil, Highland Cathedral, Iona Boat Song,
Kelvingrove, Lewis Bridal Song, Lewis Folk Melody, Loch Lomond, My Love
is like a Red Red Rose, The Bays of Harris, The Bluebell of Scotland, The
Green Hills of Tyrol, The Northern Lights of Old Aberdeen, The Road and
Miles to Dundee, The Rowan Tree, The Skye Boat Song, Will ye no come
back again & Ye Banks and Braes.

Lament for Captain Tom
Antony Baldwin 14116 £3.50

It’s a cruel irony that, on 2nd February 2021, Captain Sir Tom Moore was taken from us with the very disease he did
so much to alleviate. “National Hero” is a term much bandied about, and sometimes too unthinkingly applied.
Nonetheless, this centenarian veteran of WWII embodied all that is positive about British resolve - a “can do” spirit
that forged ahead uncomplainingly to make a massive difference in dark times.
This personal tribute is a revision of an unpublished piece I wrote some time ago to mark very different
circumstances, but it seems wholly appropriate now. The grave, antique beauty of English Baroque style lends itself
ideally to all things elegiac; Henry Purcell’s funeral music for Queen Mary and Doctor Croft’s Burial Sentences
immediately spring to mind. I hope this short piece will prove a fitting way to signal the passing of an extraordinary
human being. Given that, in Purcell’s time, no manual departments were under expression, I’ve kept registration
extremely simple. The anachronistic addition of a 16’ pedal, which would have been unknown to Purcell, is merely
to add foundation and a degree of gravitas to a work composed very sincerely. AB
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Novels

Mark Schweizer Liturgical mysteries
The Alto Wore Tweed
9780972121125 208 pages £10 P/B
Hayden Konig is the police chief in the small Appalachian town of St. Germaine, North
Carolina. His part-time job, however, is serving as the choir director and organist at St.
Barnabas Episcopal Church, but he’s also determined to write the next great hard-boiled
mystery novel a la Raymond Chandler!
Chief Konig is also lucky enough to be independently wealthy, which is why he decides that his
lack of talent in the writing department can easily be remedied, or at least greatly enhanced, by
the purchase of Raymond Chandler’s 1939 Underwood typewriter. He is sadly mistaken, but the results are
uproarious! Even as Hayden works on his opus, he must deal with other, more pressing, problems — a new priest at
St. Barnabas, a Christmas feud between the Rotarians and the Kiwanians and, more importantly, a dead body in the
choir loft. It’s a good thing that Hayden keeps a loaded Glock under the organ bench!

The Tenor Wore Tapshoes
9780972121149 206 pages £10 P/B
Hayden Konig leads a charmed life. He's rich, he loves his full-time job as Police Chief in
the little mountain town of St. Germaine, NC, as well as his part-time employment as the
organist and choirmaster at St. Barnabas Episcopal Church. He's also working on his third
detective story and is convinced that purchasing Raymond Chandler's typewriter and using
it to compose his opus will impart some magic to his demented prose. He couldn't be more
mistaken.
Until a body is found inside the altar of St. Barnabas, the biggest crime that Hayden has
had to deal with is the theft of "The Immaculate Confection", a cinnamon bun that looks
like the Virgin Mary. The body, however, turns out to be one of the "incorruptibles," and
has been in the altar for over sixty years…

The Soprano Wore Falsettos
9780972121163 208 pages £10 H/B
Detective Hayden Konig is a success in anyone’s book. He has a job that he loves as Chief
of Police in the small Appalachian town of St. Germaine, North Carolina. He’s employed as
the part-time organist and choir master at St. Barnabas Church. He’s just proposed to his
sweetheart, Meg Farthing, and, to top it all off, he’s as rich as a televangelist with his own
900 number.
St. Barnabas, meanwhile, has come into a great deal of money. Sixteen million dollars, to
be exact, and the members of the congregation all have ideas on how to spend it.
Suddenly, a shot rang out! A woman screamed, and Detective Konig has another dead body in the choir loft. It’s
business as usual in St. Germaine. With Easter right around the corner and suspects galore, Hayden must find the
murderer. Can things get any worse?

“The icing on the cake is the humor. Included almost as asides or fillers, the hilarious happenings around St.
Germaine are told with such a droll delivery, they kept me howling with unrestrained glee. Do not try to drink or eat
while reading this book.” Gumshoe Review
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The Bass Wore Scales
9780972121187 240 pages £10 P/B
Where does a 500 lb. “born-again” gorilla sleep? Anywhere he wants!
For Detective Hayden Konig, things are going well. He enjoys his two jobs, he’s
independently wealthy, his girlfriend has agreed not to marry him, and no one has been
killed in St. Germaine since Palm Sunday.
In spite of all this success, Hayden has one more dream to realize—he longs to be a
writer. As the organist and choir director of St. Barnabas Episcopal Church, he takes every
opportunity to inflict his attempts at hard-boiled, detective stories on the choir, and, to
boost his credibility, he’s even purchased Raymond Chandler’s typewriter. It doesn’t help.
Summers in North Carolina are usually peaceful, but when Kokomo, the world-famous "signing" gorilla, comes to
town, suddenly there’s a dead body in the church and all the evidence points to the great ape. Can Hayden figure out
the mystery in time to save Kokomo? (Well, of course he can ...)

The Mezzo Wore Mink
9780972121194 192 pages £10 P/B
Detective Hayden Konig is living the dream. He's rich, he loves his work, and his girlfriend is
prettier than a Holiday Gift Basket full of smoked oysters. Still, Hayden's not a man to rest
on his laurels. His mission is clear—he will be a writer. Not just a writer, but a hard-boiled,
noir detective wordsmith worthy of Raymond Chandler's typewriter. He has to. He owns it.
As the choirmaster and organist at St. Barnabas Episcopal Church, he's become
accustomed to passing out his musical murder mysteries to the choir. They're always happy
to give advice. It doesn't always help.
Autumn in St. Germaine, North Carolina, is an enchanting time of year. But throw in two murders, an election, a
Christian nudist camp, and St. Barnabas' answer to the local Baptist church's annual Singing Christmas Tree — the
first-ever performance of The Living Gobbler — and things are bound to become complicated.

The Organist Wore Pumps
9780984484607 192 pages £10 P/B
As a detective, Chief Konig is at the top of his game. As the organist at St. Barnabas
Episcopal Church, he can play with the best of them. But as a
writer, Hayden produces more bad prose than the St. Germaine
Garden Club’s annual poetry review.
What do the bones of an ancient king, a scoodle of skunks, a
farm auction, the best Christmas parade ever, and an
obnoxious deacon have to do with the dead body floating in
Lake Tannenbaum? Maybe nothing. Maybe everything. It’s up
to Hayden to pull all the clues together like two cousins in a
Kentucky hayloft. After all, Epiphany is right around the corner!

“[These] liturgical detective mysteries have taken me to that place where I can't breath,
my words make no sense, and tears roll down my cheeks because I'm laughing so
hard.” The Writer’s Jumble
“Procure this bit of fun as quickly as possible. Better yet, order all seven of these
liturgical mysteries. You will be better for it if laughter truly is the “best medicine.”
The Diapason
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The Chilbury
Ladies Choir
Jennifer Ryan
B01L6M3LTW
Paperback £7.99
IN WARTIME,
SURVIVAL IS AS
MUCH ABOUT
FRIENDSHIP AS IT IS
ABOUT COURAGE…

Accessories and Gifts
Cherub Technology Metronome
Ref: WSM330BLK £29.85
Stylish and distinctive, this is one seriously eye-catching metronome, encased in a smooth
curved traditional black body.Highly practical, the metronome has a range of 40 - 208bpm.
Winding clockwork mechanism means this unit requires no batteries! It also boasts a tone
type selector and a delightful adjustable bell that can be set to chime marking 2, 3, 4 or 6
beats. Cherub metronomes are sturdy and reliable metronomes that will ensure you always
play perfectly in time, bang on the beat or right on the money!

Tempo range: 40~208bpm, Beat: 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, Tempo precision: ±1%, Mechanical sound Dimensions:

The Faber Music Manuscript Notebook
0571540716 £10.95
This superior manuscript notebook is designed to inspire all
musicians to compose!
240 pages of high quality 120gm white paper, ideal for ink or pencil.
Sewn binding allows for lie-flat pages with page-finder ribbon.
Twelve 6mm staves per page, designed with optimal spacing & line weight
Increased left hand margin to allow for instrumentation indications.

Glasses Case (Black or White)
This sturdy Glasses Case from Vienna World features an attractive design with musical notes.

Black: VWP0617 £4.15

White: VWP0618 £4.15

Treble Clef Paper Clips

Blue Tote Bag

(Pack of 6)

From Vienna World

Pack of 6 treble clef shaped paper clips.

Ref: VWT0656 £4.15

Ref: VWT0989 £3.45
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Magnetic Bookmarks:
Black and White
Magnetic bookmark featuring a black or white sheet
music design.
Dimensions: 4.5 x 10.5cm
Black: VWC0117 £1.65

White: VWC0118 £1.65

Manuscript Paper
12 stave – 32 pages 0571527051
£2.99
Finest quality paper, ideal for pencil, ink,
ballpoint and water-based
fibre-tip pens.

A6 Notepad:
Take A Note

Original Tin Kazoo - Silver Colour

50 sheets, TAN01 £2.25

A Kazoo produces a pleasant 'buzzing' sound when you
hum, sing or speak into it. The quality of the sound is very
much dependant on the standard of the player, if you can
sing or hum in tune - then you can play the Kazoo.

Notepad Take A Note. Each
of our light-hearted
notepads has approximately
50 sheets and comes
wrapped. Made in Kent.

Boxed, MKSD £4.99

Apron featuring manuscript design
Made in England
MGCAP09 £12.99

Bottle Opener (Clefs)
Treble Clef Bottle Opener is made from zinc alloy
& comes Gift Boxed. Approximate size 12 x 6 cm.

MGCBO01 £7.95
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Chopin Liszt (notepad - magnetic)
CHLT01 £3.99
Magnetic notepad suitable for keeping on your fridge. Jot down what you
need as you think of it so it is ready for when you go shopping!

Magnetic Pencil Holder G-Clef Clip
VWP0713 £2.95
Magnetic Pencil clip to attach to your music stand, featuring a Treble
Clef design.

Mouse Mat
(Multi coloured notation)

Snopake Index
Tab Page
markers
with Colour Coded
Tips 45 x 12 mm, 100
Tabs
SNO15844 £2.49

Pencil Case
Rectangular music
notes fabric pencil
case

Pencils
(Set of 6)

Transparent Fluorescence non
permanent sticky Notes.

Fun and colourful
mouse mat

Set of 6 pencils: 3 black and
gold, 3 white and black

Ideal Gift

Ideal Gift

MM001 £6.99

PNCS01 £3.99

Unsharpened with
erasers

PENCL01 £4.95

Overscore Removable Manuscript Tape
OST001 £5.99
Overscore is a very handy 5 metre roll of removable manuscript tape, which is 25mm wide,
with industry standard 8mm staff lines printed on it.
Overscore can be applied to any printed musical score allowing the user to cover up mistakes
or simply make changes, allowing new parts to be written in with pencil or pen without any
damage to existing score once removed if necessary.

Automatic Long Point Pencil Sharpener
Ref: WKDALPS £5.95

TICONDEROGA Pencils
Wood-Cased, Unsharpened, Graphite #2 HB Soft, Yellow
Exclusive #2 graphite formula provides extra smooth performance
Pack (12) TICON01 £8.99 Single TICON01S £1
Top quality, latex-free eraser provides easy, clean corrections
Made with premium wood from responsibly managed forests
Satin smooth finish enhances writing comfort, PMA certified non-toxic
When only the best will do, choose Ticonderoga brand pencils!
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HOMEWARE GIFTS

Mug And Lid (Horizontal Music Staves)
MW1002 £6.95 (Boxed)
This stylish bone china mug and lid set is decorated with vertical music staves and notes on the
mug and a spiral keyboard on the lid. This mug is microwave safe.

Mug Music Notes Black
BSM02 £7.50 (Boxed)
Attractive mug with treble clef design.

Clear Glass Tumbler: Keyboard
Keyboard: AIMG02204 £4.95
Treble Clef: AIMG02201 £4.95

Most musicians and music lovers enjoy a good drink now and again, especially to accompany their
favourite melodies! Now you can savour the taste of your chosen beverage in this fabulous glass tumbler.
Embossed with a Keyboard, (or treble clef emblem) this heavy bottomed clear tumbler is suitable for two
fingers of rum, a dram of whisky, fruit juice or simply something to whet your whistle!

Napkins: 2-Ply Beverage Napkins –
Notation Design
25cm by 25cm. Pack of twenty AIM7400 £2.99
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Little Chopin Board
LCB01 £7.95
Get 'Chopin' with this musical themed chopping board inspired by the great
composer. Made in England.
Size: 23cm X 17cm

Traditional Christmas Crackers: Box Of 6
RRGMIP1301 £8.50
Six handmade traditional Christmas Crackers.
Each cracker contains a joke, a party hat & a specially selected gift.
Includes a musically themed 'Who Am I?' game.

Belgian Milk Chocolate Box Of Pianos – 8
GWY667 £5.99
The ultimate pianistic indulgence, this box contains 8
mini chocolate grand pianos. Made in the UK, using only
the finest Belgium milk chocolate, this is the perfect gift
for music lovers and, of course, chocolate lovers too!

Rustic Wooden Christmas Tree Decorations
Handmade Pyrography designs by Laura Bellamy

Three Carols
(Set of 3)
While Shepherd’s Watched
We Three Kings
Away in a Manger

(Size, each 7cm) LBB001 £6.00 (packed in cotton muslin gift bag)

Christmas Note
Snowflake
(Set of 3)

(Size: each 7cm) LBB002 £6.00 (packed in cotton muslin gift bag)
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And on CD:
100+ Organ Music by Francis Jackson
FJ100CD £12.99
Mark Swinton (organ of the Collegiate Church of St Mary, Warwick)
The doyen of British organists, Francis Jackson celebrated his 100th birthday in
2017. He has remained active as a composer, and his music is widely performed. In
this recording, made during that centenary year and now released by Willowhayne
Records to mark his 103rd birthday in October, Mark Swinton pays tribute to this
remarkable musician with a survey of his organ music, encompassing works written
throughout his 100-plus years. From the heartfelt Impromptu of 1944, a birthday gift
to his teacher and mentor Sir Edward Bairstow, to his Fifth and Sixth Organ Sonatas
composed during the first decade of the present century, Jackson's flair at writing for
his own instrument is abundantly displayed. In the clean acoustics of the Collegiate
Church of St Mary, Warwick, the 1980 Nicholson organ offers a blend of Classical
and Romantic aesthetics that perfectly amplify the counterpoint, texture and colours
of this richly rewarding music. Total Time: 67.06
Tracks: The Archbishop's Fanfare, Op.27; Organ Sonata No.6, Op.148; Scherzetto Pastorale, Op.2; Intrada (Daniel in
Babylon), Op.84 No.7; Impromptu, Op.5; Diversion for Mixtures, Op.25;
Fantasy on Sine Nomine, Op.60 No.5; Prelude on East Acklam, Op.60 No.4 and Organ Sonata No.5, Op.140

A Ceremony of Carols (Britten) & An English Day-Book (Poston)
SIGCD228 £12
Another highlight of Scotland’s musical life from the National Youth Choir of
Scotland (NYCoS) National Girls Choir.
Joined by Claire Jones, the official harpist to HRH The Prince of Wales,
Christopher Bell leads performances of Benjamin Britten’s A Ceremony of
Carols, An English Day-Book – an exciting rarity by English composer
Elizabeth Poston – and two works by Scottish composer Oliver Iredale
Searle and Irish composer Stephen Deazley.
★★★★★ “This debut recording by Christopher Bell’s NYCoS National Girls Choir
could so easily have been just another recording of Britten’s A Ceremony of Carols,
but for two things: the wholesome confidence of the choir itself … and the successful
partnering of Britten’s masterpiece with Elizabeth Poston’s edgy and colourful An
English Day-Book” – The Scotsman

The Organ Music of Alan Spedding
ASCD001 £11.99
Played on the organ of Beverley Minster by John Scott Whiteley and Alan Spedding. The pieces
played by John Scott Whiteley were recorded by David Rogers in January 2018.
Sheet music for several of these titles is available from
Banks Music Publications

Tracks: Toccata; Fugue; Variations on Urbs beata; Intrada;
Variations on Victimae paschali laudes; Recuerdos - Seven
Pieces (2003); Pilgrimage: Processional and Postlude;
Processional; Postlude; Deo Gratias; Variations on Ave maris
stella; Diversions on a Chorale: Vater unser im Himmelreich
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The King’s Singers Great American Songbook
SIGCD341 £12
Around the time The King’s Singers was starting up, one of the most
productive periods of song- writing in history was coming to a close in
America, starting with composers such as Gershwin, Kern, Berlin and
Porter in the early 1920s, and continuing through to the early 1960s.
In this new 2-CD studio recording – featuring brand new a cappella
arrangements by jazz composer and arranger Alexander L’Estrange,
and swing-orchestra performances with the South Jutland Symphony
Orchestra – The King’s Singers bring their own unique performance style
to this wonderful music.
“The King’s Singers bring their unique style to some of the most
beloved hits from the golden era of songwriting” –
The Lady

The Complete Organ Works of Thomas Tertius Noble
In 3 volumes
Played on the Organ of York Minster by John Scott Whiteley
Volume 1
PRCD1116 £10

Volume 2
PRCD1129 £10

Volume 3
PRCD1152 £10

Prelude on Dundee, 1925
Prelude on Rockingham, 1924
A Highland Sketch, 1950
Desert Lament, 1950
Prelude on St Anne, 1924
An Elizabethan Idyll, 1915
Fantasy on Leoni, 1944
Pastorale-Prelude on a Chinese
Christmas Carol, 1944
Prelude on St. Kilda, 1926
Revery, 1913
Prelude on Aberystwyth, 1942
Prelude solennel, 1921
Prelude on Tallis’s Canon, 1932
Intermezzo in A flat, 1897
Prelude on Watchman, 1941
A Summer Idyll, 1940

Toccata and fugue in F minor, 1889
Autumn, 1932
Air & Variations in A flat, 1889
Introduction & fugue in G minor,
1889
Legend, 1943
Prelude on Melcombe, 1924
Prelude on Dominus regit me, 1929
Triumphal March, 1909
Prelude on Stracathro, 1926
Sunshine Scherzo, 1921
Prelude on Walsall, 1926
Prelude on Picardy, 1925
Prelude on Charity, 1933

Theme with Variations in D flat, 1888
Melancolique, c1914
Solemn March in E flat minor, 1889
Prelude on Bangor, 1931

2 Traditional Hebrew Melodies, 1915
Mantnath Yad (Memorial)
Addir Hu (Passover Hymn)

Sonata in A, c1887
I Prelude
II Andante
III Fugue

19. Introduction and Passacaglia,
1932
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Prelude on an Ancient Welsh Hymn
Tune (The Poverty Carol), c 1947
Finale in D, 1913
Solemn Prelude from Gloria, 1904
Two Preludes on St James, 1943
I Adagio e molto espressivo
II Vivace
Prelude on Drumclog, c1929
Elegy, 1913
Prelude on St Peter, 1934
Fantasy on Ton-y-Botel, 1926
Prelude on Eventide, c 1949
Nachspiel, 1901

All Things Are Quite Silent
SIGCD642 £12
Anna Lapwood is a trailblazing musician. As a broadcaster she is a regular
contributor to BBC Radio 3 and hosts a live, weekly classical music show on
BBC Radio Cambridgeshire. Last year she makes her TV presenting debut,
hosting BBC Four’s coverage of BBC Young Musician 2020. Alongside her
work as a conductor, Director of Music and public speaker, she performs an
extensive number of organ recitals on some of the greatest instruments across
Europe each season.
The Pembroke College Girls’ Choir was founded in October 2018 and has
quickly gained a reputation as one of the UK’s leading girls’ choirs. Made up of
18 girls aged 11–18, the Choir sings twice a week in the College Chapel, as well as regularly singing alongside the
Chapel Choir.
Pieces by Elizabeth Poston, Sally Beamish, Jonathan Dove, Matthew Martin, Eleanor Daley, Imogen Holst and more…

The King’s Singers: Love Songs
SIGCD565 £12
The King’s Singers mark Valentine’s Day with a collection featuring some of the
world’s finest love songs – from classics of the Great American songbook
including the Gershwins’ ‘Love is Here To Stay’ and Kern’s ‘I Won’t Dance’
through to recent hits such as John Legend’s ‘All of Me’ and Randy Newman’s
‘When She Loved Me’.
“Performance ★★★★ Recording ★★★★ Richard Rodney Bennett’s
exquisite arrangement of Gershwin’s ‘Love is Here to Stay’ stands out…
beautifully performed and with an appealing blend of popular hits and more
unusual fare, this disc makes for an uplifting listen” – BBC Music Magazine

James Macmillan: One Equal Music
SIGCD575 £12
The Elysian Singers of London celebrate the enormous and varied contribution
of Sir James MacMillan (b. 1959) to the choral repertoire over the last 20 years.
Beginning with MacMillan’s blazing 2016 ‘choral fanfare’ Blow the trumpet in the
new moon, the programme explores the spiritual and secular texts that have
influenced MacMillan, also including his monumental setting of Psalm 51
Miserere.
The Elysian Singers of London is one of the UK’s leading chamber choirs. Known
for its adventurous programming, the choir performs in and around London and
has recorded many widely acclaimed CDs.

Richard Rodney Bennett: My Dancing Day
SIGCD293 £12
As one of Britain’s most respected and versatile musicians, Sir Richard Rodney
Bennett has produced over two hundred works for the concert hall, and fifty scores
for film and television, as well as having been a writer and performer of jazz songs
for over fifty years.
This disc of compositions and arrangements performed by the BBC Singers
showcases some of his most popular and beguiling works for choir and voice,
drawn from classical and jazz music and featuring his ever-popular work A GoodNight.
“There’s not a note out of place or a phrase that seems second-hand” – The Guardian
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A Choral Christmas
The Rodolfus Choir, Director Ralph Allwood
SIGCD257 £12.00
A leading light in the world of youth choral music, the Rodolfus Choir is
made up of choristers from ages 16-25 who are past and present
participants of the Eton Choral Courses, begun by the choir’s director
Ralph Allwood in 1980.
This new Christmas programme mixes the familiar with works not usually
heard in carol services – such as Tomas Luis de Victoria’s stunning eightpart, two-choir Ave Maria (from an edition prepared by John Rutter), and
more recent works such as Chris Chivers’ Ecce Puer and Eric Whitacre’s
Lux Aurumque. Such a programme is well-suited to a choir with the
versatility and enthusiasm of the Rodolfus choir.

[The choir’s] discipline and diction throughout a testing programme is exemplary – The
Daily Mail

Voces 8 Christmas
SIGCD291 £12.00
The international award-winning octet, VOCES8, has established itself at the
forefront of British a cappella. Performing a repertoire ranging from Renaissance
polyphony to unique Jazz and Pop arrangements, the group has been praised
for stunning performance, exquisite singing and creating a sound that spans the
entire range of vocal colour.
VOCES8’s singing is faultless – jaw-droppingly so in places
– The Arts Desk
Invariably sophisticated and sensitively done – The Daily Mail

A Winter’s Night ***NEW***
SIGCD646 £12.00
The addition of a brass ensemble to Christmas concerts and carol services, combining with the more
traditional sounds of choir and organ, has become increasingly popular in recent years. This recording
brings together a number of works for the specific forces of choir, brass quintet, organ and percussion,
some of which have been arranged specially for this release. Interspersed amongst these works are a
selection of popular Christmas carols which have formed and integral part of Winchester College Chapel
Choir’s core repertoire for many years.
Winchester College was founded by William of Wykeham,
Bishop of Winchester, in 1382, and Winchester College
Quiristers have for over 625 years sung services in
Winchester College Chapel. In modem times they have
formed a choir renowned for its excellence.
Having celebrated its 25th anniversary in the 2017-18
season, Onyx Brass continues to be the leading light in
establishing the brass quintet as a medium for serious
chamber music, inspired by the pioneering early years of the
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble. To this end, the group has
commissioned and performed the world premières of over
200 new works, with many more in the pipeline for
performance and recording.
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CD: Hush, Little Child (HTGCD185

£10.00)
Christmas Carols by Antony Baldwin and Simon Mold
The Choirs of Southwell Minster; Paul Provost - Conductor
Simon Hogan - Piano and Organ; Antony Baldwin - Organ; Lynne Hope –
Recorder
Lo, comes an infant stranger, Adventus Christie, there is no Rose, Mary’s
Cradle Song, Candelight Carol, Dormi Jesu, Hush little child, Mary and the wise men etc
Sheet Music for many of the titles on this CD are available,published by Banks Music Publications
and available through www.banksmusicpublications.co.uk

CD: DANIEL IN BABYLON
A Monodrama with Music
Music by Francis Jackson, Drama by John Stuart Anderson
St Peter’s Singers, Director Simon Lindley
Recorded at Leeds Parish Church

CD: A TIME OF FIRE
Scenes from “Tyndale’s Dream” A comedy of sorts by John Stuart Anderson
Music by Francis Jackson
St Peter’s Singers, Director Simon Lindley
Recorded at Leeds Parish Church

PHICD146 £5 (RRP £10)

PHICD145 £5.00 (RRP £10)

CD: MAGNIFICAT

Sacred Choral Music by Nicholas Wilton
Philip Cave, Director
Contents: Ave in aeternum, Requiem aeternam, Optimam partem I,
Ave Maria, O salutaris, Ave verum, Tantum ergo, Panis angelicus, In
manus tuas Domine, Cor meum, Beata viscera Mariae, Ave Maria,
Optimam partem II and Felix namque es.

NWCD01 £10.00
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Something different now stocked by Banks Music Publications…

HIGHTHORNE APOTHECARE
From Fiona Amer RGN RSCN SPA dip
“I became aware of the benefits of aromatherapy 25 years ago whilst
working as a nurse in London. This experience inspired me to qualify

as an aromatherapist and, eventually open my own massaging
business. All my blends are specifically created with pure essential
oils to suit an individuals’ needs and I love being able to help
someone ‘re-find’ their equilibrium with the help of my blends.
Being trained in both traditional and complementary medicine, I am
very aware of the need for natural healing wherever possible.
During these unpredictable and challenging times with Covid, the
need for wellness and calm are even more important. My lotions,
as well as being soothing and nourishing, are believed to have an
effect on the limbic system; part of the brain responsible for
emotions.”
*All the lotions are nourishing for skin yet easily absorbed without leaving a sticky residue.
*Essential oils are also believed to work well on the emotions when massaged in or inhaled.

“Peoples’ mental health is so very important to me, therefore 5% of
my sales go to Mind, the charity for mental health.”
Loss Balm: A little hug in a pot!
Rose, Lavender and Frankincense.
The oils in this balm encourages healing and acceptance after a
loss; be it death, divorce or a temporary farewell. Massage into
pulse points when the world seems too much. £8 HAB001

Sleep Balm: Lavender and Vetiver.
For nights when it is difficult to drift off and your thoughts need
calming. Massage into pulse points to encourage a restful sleep.
£8 HAB002

Focus Balm: Peppermint, Lemon,
Eucalyptus, Rosemary and Lavender.
Helping you to focus your mind and remain calm, during situations where concentration is the key.
Massage into pulse points. £8 HAB003

Hand and Body Moisturising lotions, with oils that care for skin and
mind:
Calming Lotion: A bottle of calm! Geranium, Patchouli & Lavender.
Contains essential oils believed to help reduce anxiety, stress and depression.
150ml: £18 HAL001
250ml: £25 HAL002
300ml: £28 HAL003
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Uplifting Lotion: Sweet Orange, Grapefruit and Frankincense.
A bottle to boost and brighten you for the day ahead. Contains essential oils believed to lift and
balance your mood, lower blood pressure and promote overall wellness.
150ml: £18 HAL004
250ml: £25 HAL005
300ml: £28 HAL006

Relaxing Lotion: Lavender, Roman Chamomile and Bergamot.
Contains essential oils believed to help elevate mood, alleviate stress and promote a restful sleep.
150ml: £18 HAL007
250ml: £25 HAL008
300ml: £28 HAL009

Caution:
For external use only
Keep out of reach of children
Consult a healthcare professional before using if pregnant
Keep away from eyes
Some oils can cause photosensitivity, please check before sitting in the sun or using sunbed. Keep out of sunlight

Banks Music Publications
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Tel: 01653 628545
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www.banksmusicpublications.co.uk

ADDENDUM
New products added November 2021
THE ORGANIST’S HANDBOOK
Anne Marsden Thomas, Ref: 90621, 352 pages, Paperback £21.95
A tutor in playing hymns with 160 hymn arrangements in graded levels of
difficulty. Also including a complete instruction in pedalling illustrated with
photographs. Revised edition © 2021

New greetings cards from

CLARENDON CARDS
C6 card with envelope
“Invitatory”
Ref: Clarendon02 £2.25
Greeting: Merry Christmas and a Happy Neume Year

C6 card with envelope
“The Great Antiphons”
Ref: Clarendon01 £2.25
Greeting: Merry Christmas and a Happy Neume Year

C6 card with envelope
“Fake Neumes”
Ref: Clarendon03 £2.25
Blank for your own greeting

C6 card with envelope
“Vespers”
Ref: Clarendon04 £2.25
Blank for your own greeting

C6 card with envelope
“C Major - A Minor”
Ref: Clarendon05 £2.25
Blank for your own greeting

C6 card with envelope
“Salve Regina”
Ref: Clarendon06 £2.25
Blank for your own greeting

Christmas Cards from

Diack Musicards

MC40285

MC40286

MC40283

MC40241

MC40285 “Quafir” A Really special note for you
MC40286 “A Festive Note”
MC40283 “Yulemog” Happy Christmas from Santa Paws
MC40241 “Christmas Note” A note for you at Christmas
£2 each

Books/CDs:
Ennio Morricone In His Own Words
Edited by Alessandro De Rosa 352 Pages 9780190681012 £25
Master composer Ennio Morricone's scores go hand-in-hand with the idea of the Western
film. Often considered the world's greatest living film composer, and most widely known for
his innovative scores to The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly and the other Sergio Leone's
movies, The Mission, Cinema Paradiso and more recently, The Hateful Eight, Morricone
has spent the past 60 years reinventing the sound of cinema. In Ennio Morricone: In His
Own Words, composers Ennio Morricone and Alessandro De Rosa present a years-long
discussion of life, music, and the marvelous and unpredictable ways that the two come into
contact with and influence each other. The result is what Morricone himself defines:
"beyond a shadow of a doubt the best book ever written about me, the most authentic, the
most detailed and well curated. The truest."

Geoffrey Bush: An Unsentimental Education
TH0905210611 156 pages Paperback £9
Geoffrey Bush (1920-1998) was a British scholar, organist and composer, who having met
and befriended John Ireland in his youth became an ardent champion of English music.
Published to mark his 70th birthday in 1990, An Unsentimental Education was his second
volume of essays, autobiography, and other musical recollections - following the successful
formula used in Left, Right, and Centre. Inside, he discusses many subjects close to his
heart, including contemporaries such as Arne, Bennett, Sullivan, Britten, and Montgomery.
His distinctive narrative is unmistakable, and its readability is only enhanced by the many
amusing asides.

CD - TENEBRAE: A VERY ENGLISH CHRISTMAS SIGCD902 £12
BBC Music Magazine Award winning choir Tenebrae return to disc on Signum under
the expert direction Nigel Short with a sumptuous album of Carols, Hymns and other
celebratory works for Christmas.
It is probably superfluous to say that the performances by Tenebrae are top
class – but they are – Music Web International
Crystalline beauty… every voice part is constantly alert to the expressive
possibilities of the music and crafts it all with care and musicality. The
ensemble’s extensive experience [is] belied by the disc’s youthful, festive
joy – Sinfini
This uplifting album captures all the passion and precision for which the choir
is renowned – The Lady

CD – THE KING’S SINGERS: JOY TO THE WORLD SIGCD268 £12
After the triumphant success of the King’s Singers last Christmas Album released in 2003
entitled ‘Christmas’, this new disc sets an eclectic assortment of modern Christmas classics
with special arrangements of some much-loved favourites.
Stand-out moments include Tchaikovsky’s thoughtful The Crown of Roses, Lawson’s
gentle Lullay my Liking and Pierpont’s hyperactively jolly jingle bells, which they whizz
through as though the words ‘technically challenging’ had vanished from the dictionary
– BBC Music Magazine

CD – THE MUSIC OF GERRE HANCOCK SIGCD631 £12
The renowned Saint Thomas Choir of Men and Boys record a fitting tribute to their former
Choirmaster and Organist Gerre Hancock (1934-2012). In this post for over 30 years, he
was a pivotal figure in the choir’s rejuvenation and created a wealth of choral and organ
music during his career – much of it composed for friends and colleagues across the USA.
The performances are led here by Jeremy Filsell, their present Organist and Director of
Music, with additional accompaniment from Benjamin Sheen (Associate Organist) and
Nicholas Quardokus (Assistant Organist), and the Saint Thomas Brass ensemble.
“This is a fantastic recording by a world-class choir which captures brilliantly the legacy of a great genius of
the American music scene. I very highly recommend it” Cathedral Music

Poetry Volumes from York poet John Nursey –
a long term friend of Banks Music Publications

Week-end in the Village and other verse
JN001 paperback 40 pages £5.99
The poem Week-end in the Village is a light hearted view of a typical village on any summer week-end, reflecting the
changing attitudes in recent years, particularly towards Sundays!

A Song of September and other verse
9780953519347 paperback 83 pages £5.99
This latest volume of John Nursey’s poetry continues the pattern of his earlier successful collections with a mixture of
observations on modern life and poignant memories of past loves and times, all interspersed with poems of country
humour.

Where Curlews Call and other verse
A celebration in verse of Yorkshire
9780953519354 paperback 60 pages £5.99
A love of Yorkshire pervades this collection of verse which includes poems of places, incidents and memories relating
to one of England’s most beautiful counties. Here is all Yorkshire life – dales, villages, abbeys, cricket, old lead mines,
brass bands and a host of personal Yorkshire experiences, all affectionately portrayed in verse and sketch.

Exit Stage Right – Selected humorous verse
9780953519361 paperback 58 pages £5.99
Those familiar with John Nursey’s earlier books and the public performances of his work will welcome this selection in
one volume of his humorous verse. Here are guided tours of stately homes, professional Yorkshiremen, veteran rugby
players, writers of Christmas newsletters, local government men, football managers and many others are lampooned
with his sky and acerbic sense of humour…

